From rich hues to subtle neutrals, Popcorn™ will transform any space into a great place and keep the crowd comfortable. Gang them together in rows to impress. Stack them on a dolly when it’s time to move on. Popcorn is one slick stacker with all the quality you would expect from Global.

Seating shown in Cloud, Latte and Scarlet.
The one-piece polypropylene shell includes a cut-out for easy cleaning and a handhold for ease of stacking. The chrome-plated, ½” diameter solid-steel frame with no front cross bar improves leg clearance and comfort. The wall saver frame design provides flexibility in tight spaces, protecting walls from damage.

Seating shown in Cloud, Latte and Scarlet.
Starting at a mere 15 lbs., Popcorn is a lightweight performer that will stack 34 high on a dolly or 15 high for upholstered models. Popcorn is rated to 300 lbs. capacity and is backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.
Bar and counter stools

Bar stool with arms

Counter stool with arms

Bar stool with arms, upholstered seat

Counter stool with arms, upholstered seat

Seating shown in Latte. Upholstered seats in Momentum Epic, Limestone.
Color it your way

Available in a range of contemporary colors with matching arms. Optional glides and ganging brackets are available. Designed by Zooey Chu.

Features and options

- Handhold for ease of stacking
- Color matched arm models available
- Back cut-out for easy cleaning
- Optional ganging brackets
- Upholstered seat models available
- Optional glides available (clear polycarbonate glide shown)
- Medium density transportation dolly for upholstered or polypropylene chairs
- High density transportation dolly for polypropylene chairs only

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Seating shown in Scarlet.

Available colors:
- Light neutrals palette
  - Cloud
  - Fog
  - Frost
  - Latte
  - Sand
- Dark neutrals palette
  - Eggplant
  - Shadow
  - Night
  - Ink
- Brights palette
  - Scarlet
  - Buzz Blue
  - Cactus
  - Dijon
  - Carrot

Color it your way:
- Light neutrals palette: Cloud, Fog, Frost, Latte, Sand
- Dark neutrals palette: Eggplant, Shadow, Night, Ink
- Brights palette: Scarlet, Buzz Blue, Cactus, Dijon, Carrot

Light neutrals palette: Cloud, Fog, Frost, Latte, Sand
Dark neutrals palette: Eggplant, Shadow, Night, Ink
Brights palette: Scarlet, Buzz Blue, Cactus, Dijon, Carrot